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 SUMMER CRUISE

 Part Two - France

This cruise was a combination of sailing the south coast of Cork followed by the north east 

coast of Brittany.

There are many people to thank but to name a few are the manager of Castlepark Marina 

Kinsale Stephen Duffy (ex member and caterer of MYC), Neil O Regan  from Sean Rua's 

restaurant Cape Clear, Harry the HM in Howth and Tomas MacGearailt Department of 

Agriculture, Food and Marine, and not least the CAI committee and members.

Timballoo’s Crew Included:- 

Gerry Dunne, Vincent and Sally Lundy, Chris Lundy, Orlagh Weafer, Paul Hanna, Paul 

Connolly, Nick Grattan and Colm Costello



Harbours visted and distances

Howth to Arklow 40nm

Arklow to Kilmore Quay  52nm

Kilmore Quay to Dunmore East  18nm

Dunmore East to Crosshaven  58nm

Crosshaven to City of Cork Marina  12nm

City of Cork Marina to Oysterhaven  23nm

Oysterhaven to Kinsale     6nm

Kinsale to Cape Clear  47nm

Cape Clear to Castletownshend  18nm

Castletownshend to Kinsale  33nm

Kinsale to Hugh Town (Isles of Scilly)           138nm

Hugh Town to L’Aber Wrac’h            106nm

L’Aber Wrac’h to Roscoff  32nm

Roscoff to Trebeurden  16nm

Trebeurden to Lezardrieux  39nm

Lezardrieux to Paimpol  13nm

Paimpol to Saint Quay Portrieux  15nm

Saint Quay Portrieux to Saint-Cast-le-Guildo  26nm

Saint-Cast-le-Guildo to Granville  29nm

Granville to St. Helier (Jersey)  30nm

St. Helier to St. Peter Port (Guernsey)  27nm

St. Peter Port to Salcombe  71nm

Salcombe to Falmouth  54nm

Falmouth to Newlyn  33nm

Newlyn to Kilmore Quay            143nm

Kilmore Quay to Arklow              52nm

Arklow to Howth  40nm

        ======

Total distance sailed                    1,170nm

Total duration                                                        8 weeks



The cruise to France is covered briefly with some of the highlights.  

What is most noticeable about this part of the cruise is the consistency in weather which 

could only be described as near bliss.  As the only thing missing on occasion was a bit of 

wind but measured against perfect temperatures of early twenties, sunshine galore 

accompanied with the best of food and drink at very reasonable prices, there were no 

complaints.  The sea state and wind conditions were very consistent across almost all legs of 

the cruise, consisting of light warm breezes and very flat seas, so much so that it is only 

worth mentioning the exceptions to this.  The plan was to do the Isles of Scilly then up along 

the north east coast of Brittany sailing from the west to the east.  The direction is critical as a 

lot of the harbours we intended to visit were tidal restricted. By going west to east we would 

leave on the rising tide with the current under us to arrive at our next destination with enough 

depth of water to make it into the marina.  The tidal currents on the north coast of Brittany are

very strong and you certainly want to avoid having to sail against them which you would 

have to do if sailing the coast from an easterly to westerly direction. Just to put it in 

perspective, the tidal height may differ by as much as 13 metres between low and high tides 

along this coast.

   

Friday 5th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Paul H, Chris and Orlagh

Kinsale to Hugh Town (Isles of Scilly)           138nm

The overnight sail from Kinsale to the Isles of Scilly was expected to take between 24 and 30 

hours depending on conditions. We planned to arrive in the Scillies around mid afternoon.

Timballoo was currently berthed in Castlepark marina in Kinsale, Gerry was there first 

having got some provisions and checked the boat for water and diesel.  Vincent and Paul got 

the bus from Dublin airport to Cork where they met up with Chris and Orlagh and together 

they got the bus to Kinsale, then a taxi to the marina. Ruth off Phixius had loaned Orlagh her 

sailing gear and would later collect it from her in France. The boat was tidied and made 

ready.  Intermezzo had left a day earlier and would be in the Isles of Scilly awaiting our 

arrival. Phixius would be leaving from Crosshaven about noon and we would hope to follow 

their course on the AIS.  

We left Kinsale at 13.30 with a steady breeze from the west but half way to the Isles of Scilly 

the wind slackened and we had to motor sail. At one stage the sea was smoother than the 

broadmeadows on a calm day.  It felt almost mystical and certainly not what we expected to 

experience when out in the middle of the sea with no land or boat in sight and water that 

appeared like it was glass.  The accompanying pod of dolphins were a welcome sight, along 

with the hot food and sandwiches which were easily prepared in the calm sea.  This was 

Orlagh's first outing on a cruise and Chris's first though he was an experienced cruiser racer.  

The night watches started ar 22.00hrs and we orgainised two overlapping night shifts so that 

Chris and Orlagh would be on watch with a more experienced cruising sailor.  Gerry, Vincent 

and Paul would be on two hour watches while Chris and Orlagh were on three hour watches.  



This worked very well for the whole crew.  Our AIS (automatic identification system) 

transponder appeared to be operating erratically which meant we may not be visible to other 

boats with AIS receivers. So when a large ferry heading southwards from Ireland appeared on

a collision course we adjusted our heading to give it an extra wide berth.  We arrived safely 

into Hugh Town in the Isles of Scilly at 15.30 the next day to find the place very busy.  

Intermezzo and Phixius were both moored with Phixius having arrived not much more in 

front of us.  We found an empty mooring but though the correct colour (the moorings are 

coloured coded for private, public, under and over 10m) we were told by a nearby boat that it 

was actually a private mooring.  We quickly moved and were very lucky to pick up the last of

the 10m plus public moorings.  Intermezzo had to anchor off when they first arrived the day 

before as there were no public moorings available.

Time to get the tender out and get ashore to stretch our legs and meet up with Intermezzo and 

Phixius for something to eat but not before Orlagh and Chris had a swim off the back of the 

boat. The mooring fees are given to man in a rib who visits the boats in the early hours and 

raps on the hull to make his presence known. The on shore facilities are good and there are 

nice pubs, restaurants and scenic walks to avail off. 

We’d  planned an extra day in the Isles of Scilly so Timballoo and Phixius all took the ferry 

from Hugh Town to Tresco to wander round their famous gardens and take in their exhibition 

of salvaged ship carvings and the history of the Isles of Scilly.  This was a welcome break as 

the next leg to France would be another overnight journey but shorter.

Monday 8th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Paul H, Chris and Orlagh

Hugh Town to L’Aber Wrac’h            106nm

Intermezzo got some news, good news, from back home so had to change their plans and start

back for Ireland.  Timballoo would leave in the company of Phixius for L'Aber Wrac'h in 

France. A journey of between 20 and 24 hours so we didn't want to arrive too early in the 

morning.  We left Hugh Town at noon and had a good breeze for most of the journey. We 

watched Phixius run up their gennaker for the first time.  We were able to put up our 

spinnaker which allowed us to keep pace with Phixius.  We arrived into L'Aber Wrac'h about 

08.00 the following morning and followed Phixius up the the channel to the marina. The 

approach to L’Aber Wrac’h is spectacular, with many low lying islands and rocks eventually 

opening into a spacious, large marina.  The French certainly offer a different experience and it

soon becomes obvious that they put a lot of investment into their marinas.  Someone meets 

you outside the marina and guides you into your berth, taking your line if necessary with a 

courteous welcome.    L'Aber Wrac'h is a nice location and it would have been worth staying 

longer, however Phixius was on a schedule with a crew change due and Paul would be flying 

back to Dublin with the ‘Phixiusers’ Noel and Colm so our stay would be short..  

Tuesday 9th July  Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Paul H, Chris and Orlagh



L’Aber Wrac’h to Roscoff  32nm

It was agreed to head for Roscoff leaving at 0800 to catch the tide through the Ile De Batz 

inner channel which is fairly narrow and shallow in places.  Phixius took the navigational 

pressure off Timballoo by taking the lead, though a constant watch was still maintained on 

the chartplotter and depth meter.  Phixius anchored just off the beach on the south side of the 

island of Ile De Batz and we tied up along side her for lunch on Phixius before continuing to 

motor sail through the narrow channel to Roscoff.  The ferry was out when we arrived and we

were soon directed to comfortable berths in the busy Roscoff Marina arriving about 15:00. 

There are excellent facilities in the large marina, with a restaurant on site and with 

another, larger chandler’s just a two-minute walk from the marina. Each evening we 

put an order for croissants and baguettes into the marina office, which were available 

for collection the next morning.  There is about a 30-minute walk into Roscoff town 

centre, which has many shops, cafes and restaurants. If you require any work to be done 

to the boat you couldn't choose a better location than Roscoff.  They have all the facilities and

at reasonable prices.  Phixius organised to have their engine checked as they had been 

experiencing overheating and we discovered Timballoo had a small leak in the elbow exhaust

mixture pipe of the engine.  A quick chat with the French mechanic assured us the problem 

was not serious and could wait till we got back home.  We eventually gave the part to 

Brendan in MYC who duly returned it in a better than new condition. I say that because its 

now common knowledge that Yanmar practically consider this part as a service item with a 

limited life expectancy due to the thinness of the original welding.  Colm had designed 

(probably patented by now) a neat stepping ladder to climb the mast and uses the main mast 

track for attaching.  Unfortunately Timballoo’s track profile was different from Phixius so we

couldn’t use it. We should have had a race between Phixius and Timballoo to see which was 

faster, Colm's ingenuity or the old monkey climbing method.  We both had improvements to 

make, Timballoo to attach a spinnaker pole topping lift block and halyard while Phixius had 

the deck lighting to repair which we both did before leaving Roscoff. The crew from Phixius 

surprised us by marching up and down the pontoon while trying to mimic an orange tune in 

an attempt to make us northerners feel at home but it was no match for the real thing, “The 

Glorious Twelfth”. I’m sure the locals were left very confused and questioning the sanity of 

these Irish men.

Wednesday  12th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Paul H, Chris and Orlagh

Roscoff to Trebeurden  16nm

Our next stop would be Trebeurden. Colm, Noel and Paul were to fly back to Dublin from 

Rennes and at the same time we would be picking up Ruth , Eimear and Sally who would be 

flying in from Dublin on an earlier flight.  Trebeurden is close to Lannion where it would be 

possible to hire a car to be used for the airport run. At this stage we had come to expect 

nothing but the best sailing conditions with the addition of some motor sailing. In the 

company of Phixius, we left Roscoff with the tide under us and with sunshine and light winds

to carry us straight across to Trebeurden arriving arround 15:00.  .Trebeurden is accessible for

only two hours either side of high tide in order to have enough depth to enter over the sill into

the marina. At low water nearly the whole bay outside dries out.  Trebeurden has very good 

on shore toilet and shower facilities with good restaurants just outside the marina. 

There is a long boardwalk/promenade close by, with lots of restaurants and with a 

long, sandy beach just below it. The supermarket is about a 40-minute walk away 

from the marina, but marina staff will drive you there and collect you, on request. The 

celebrations for Bastille Day (July 14th) were kicked off with fireworks displays in every 

town on the evening of July 13th and were lighting up the skies as we drove back from Rennes

airport. Eamon and Eimear now took charge of Phixius, leaving Ruth and Tom to slum it in a 

luxurious French apartment with sea views having arranged to meet up again later in the 

cruise. 



Tuesday 16th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Sally

Trebeurden to Lezardrieux  39nm

Chris and Orlagh left for Dublin flying back from Dinard via Stanstead and the Timballoo 

crew now consisted of Gerry, Vincent and Sally.  This would be the first time Sally had 

stayed any length of time on the boat but she settled in very quickly.  Accompanied by 

Phixius with Eamon and Eimear sailing her we departed for Lezardrieux, a longish journey 

but made quicker with the tide underneath us. By the time we got to Lezardrieux there was a 

very strong ebbing tide, much stronger than we would experience in Malahide. Lezardrieux 

is situated about 3nm inland from the mouth of the estuary of the Trieux river. The 

marina is tidal and has a sill, so we needed to time our arrival around high tide. The 

river narrows in places and therefore has a strong current. I estimate that we had a 

current of over 4 knots against us, as we entered the outer marina, which made 

manoeuvring difficult. There is an inner and outer marina and we made one failed attempt 

at the outer marine which suffered the full tide running through it. Fortunately the marina 

staff directed us into the inner marina which was more sheltered and berthing was easy in 

comparison.  By this stage we'd got used to reversing into the berthing, finding our vision less

obstructed and the steering more responsive. The only drawback being more speed and 

commitment is required, with fewer options for turning back.  Lezardrieux was probably our 

least favourite location of the whole cruise, the facilities were poor and not very hygienic but 

there were some nice local restaurants. This would be a fleeting overnighter.

Wednesday 17th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Sally

Lezardrieux to Paimpol  13nm

We had to wait on the in coming tide to be able to leave the marina over the sill.  While this 

was to be a short hop distance wise it was probably the most challenging of all the legs.  The 

wind came up nicely and we sailed with one reef in the main but we were under pressure to 

get to Paimpol while the marina tidal gates were open.  The charts appeared ambiguous with 

little relevance to what we were actually seeing. We were sailing through areas of rocks 

which were submerged at high water but became little islands at low water with the depth 

meter hitting just over three meters at times.  Phixius was behind us and holding off, having 

realised that we were taking our time to double check our course through the narrow channel 

between the rocks towards Paimpol.  There is a tidal range of 13 metres between low and 



high springs along this section of the coast, so its not surprising to experience considerable 

changes in the seascape making it difficult to gage your position visually.  They say if you are

able to navigate this section of water you'll manage most everything else.  With that behind us

it was a joy to arrive into Paimpol marina, right in the heart of the town with all the facilities 

a handshake away.  We tied up against a tired trawler and Phixius soon appeared and rafted 

up alongside us.  A quick tidy then off to the restaurant, which was almost connected to the 

pontoon we were on, to celebrate Sally's birthday.  The food was excellent and we made a 

point of returning before leaving Paimpol.  You are truly spoilt for choice here, between ice 

cream parlours, cafes, restaurants, galleries and shops all a stones throw away.  The shore 

facilities are excellent but be warned if you arrive too early for the showers you may find 

yourself being hosed down as they meticulously cleaned the toilet and shower facilities every 

morning. This was one of our favourite locations but better still was yet to come.   

Saturday 20th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Sally

Paimpol to Saint Quay Portrieux  15nm

Eamon and Eimear's family had driven down to join them in Paimpol on Phixius and the four 

of them awaited the opening of the tidal gates to make their way towards Saint Quay 

Portrieux.  Once Phixius had cast off Timballoo followed with Gerry, Vincent and Sally on 

board. The day was sunny with scattered clouds and with a warm westerly wind, giving us a 

nice sail. We’d almost forgotten what rain looked like but were reminded when we ran into a 

rain shower on the way, the first to be encountered since leaving Kinsale on July 5th.  St. 

Quay marina is accessible at all stages of the tide so we were under no time pressures.. The 

route taken avoided the more challenging areas experienced from Lezardrieux to Paimpol,  

with the wide channels and good visibility and plenty of sea traffic it give us reassurance.  It 

was not long before the coastline became familiar and we were feeling like being in home 

territory as Gerry and Vincent had in previous years joined Phixius's predecessor Tobago on 

deliveries from St. Quay to Malahide and from St. Cast to Malahide.  It should be emphasised

that deliveries are very different from cruises, the timeline is totally different as when 

cruising you allow for much more flexibility, relaxation and shorter hops. The marina in St 

Quay is accessible 24hrs, is large and well organised, with good spacing between the lines of 

pontoons so berthing is not difficult.  The harbour alongside dries out to an extensive sandy 

muddy beach with scores of boats anchored and drying out at low tide.  It's here you see keel 

boats sitting in the mud with two poles on either side holding them upright.  Looks unstable 

to our eyes but here it is standard practice.  Spread out along the quay and seafront there are

many flagpoles, each one depicting an EU member state.but sadly there were none 

representing Ireland. We pointed this out to the marina staff and told them we would 

only return to St. Quay in the future, if they had at least one Irish flag flying. There is 

the good choice of restaurants, a local large Carrefour supermarket and multiple open air 

markets which share the common green space in the town.  They vary in type on different 

days of the week, ranging from ‘foodies’ to bric a brak types including everything from iron 

gates, sextants, books, art work to clothing.   Sally could not leave St. Quay without at least 

one purchase and managed a beautiful linen table cloth at an absolute knock down price. 

“Happy Days”. This is a lovely part of the coast but there's better to come.



Monday 22th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Sally

Saint Quay Portrieux to Saint-Cast-le-Guildo  26nm

It's time to make our way to St. Cast probably the nicest location of all and where Phixius 

will be returned into the hands of Tom and Ruth as Eamon and Eimear would be flying back 

to Dublin. Saint Cast marina is accessible at all stages of the tide. The toilets and 

shower blocks are right beside the marina and are excellent, being well maintained. 

The village is a short walk from the marina, along a waterfront concrete pathway 

which is lit up at night time. There is a very long, sandy beach, which is safe for 

swimming and there is plenty of water at all times. The village is lively with many 

cultural events continually going on, from open air concerts to portable open air cinemas 

shared with some lovely walks and beaches for swimming in.  It's worth relaxing here for a 

few days, cooled by the sea breezes while further inland they're talking of temperatures in the

forties. On the hottest day, when the temperature was forecast to reach the upper thirties, it 

was decided we would join Phixius and cool off in the open sea and head for St. Malo about 

9nm from St. Cast.  Tom was helming and navigating so Gerry, Sally and myself were able to

totally relax, with no worries, we only had to do what we were told.  We'd forgotten how 

much more relaxing it could be when sailing on someone else’s boat with no responsibilities. 

St. Malo was hot, very hot, Tom, Sally, Ruth and Vincent found the nearest most comfortable 

cafe to relax and cool off in while Gerry went off to investigate St. Malo, a town he had never

visited before.  Its a nice location but very commercialised.  We left Tom and Ruth at the 

outer towering walls of St. Malo and made our way to the bus station meeting up with Gerry 

to get the bus back to St. Cast, a 34km journey at a nominal cost of €3 per head.

Friday 26th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent, Sally

Saint-Cast-le-Guildo to Granville  29nm

Next stop Granville where we would meet up with Phixius and have an unexpected visit from

a touring floatilla from Chichester Yacht Club on the south of England which included 

Beverley and Richard who were active members of MYC.  A very friendly group who we 

would meet up with again later. Granville is very tidal with only a small window for access. 

As we left St. Cast  it was warm but with overcast, grey skies, a light wind and a relatively 

calm sea so we motor sailed most of the way across.. As we approached Granville, the winds 



picked up and we ran into a heavy squall of rain, a mile or two from the entrance to the 

marina. Many boats were converging on the entrance at the same time and we spotted a tall 

ship leaving the port, taking passengers on a day sail. The entrance to the marina is over a sill,

so proper timing to arrive around high tide is essential.  It's a busy town with many good 

restaurants lined along Quai Pleville and Rue du Port, in the old port and has a very 

active unorthodox yacht club within the marina.  The yacht club opened at 8pm and closed at 

2am (or there about).  This is a party marina so don't expect quiet nights.  Jiving was the ‘in’ 

dance and some of the oldies were the favourite tunes.  The club was packed and humming 

with young sailors competing on the dance floor with over swings and under swings.  Ruth 

suggested we show them how it was done, so we proceeded to dance into the early hours to 

be continued on Phixius accompanied with whiskies and pink gins. The next day Sally got the

train from Granville to Rennes which to catch the flight home while her purchases were left 

on Timballoo along with the various wines collected on the way for transport back to Dublin..

There were loads of fresh fish and vegetable market stalls and shops, so I had the opportunity 

to purchase two fresh lobsters from one of the stalls on my may way back from leaving Sally 

to the train.  Gerry had his first experience of perfectly cooked lobster in a garlic butter sauce 

with some boiled rice. Simple but very tasty and enjoyable. Before we left for the channel 

islands we visited Phixius for the last time sharing some good quality whisky with Noel, 

Maria and family who had taken charge of Phixius from Tom and Ruth. As we retired we 

thought of the long legs ahead of us to sail back to Dublin and the concern for the weather 

beginning to close in.  Up to now we had been seriously spoilt with good weather and flat 

seas.      

Friday 28th July Crew: Gerry, Vincent

Granville to St. Helier (Jersey)  30nm

It would be an early start leaving as soon as it was light on a falling tide but enough water to 

pass over the marina tidal gate.  We were hoping to reach Guernsey but there would be tidal 

restrictions so it was decided to have Jersey as our back up if the headway was slow.  As it 

turned out on leaving Granville we hit a 2m heavy lumpy sea creating a lot of slapping and 

we were carrying two reefs in the main against a strong northwesterly wind.  It was too late to

turn back to Granville as there was no guarantee we would make it back with enough depth 

of water to get across the tidal gate into the marina. The good news was that the forecast was 

for an improvement in the weather so we headed on towards Guernsey.  As we approached 

Jersey the weather had improved considerably but our time line for reaching Guernsey looked

poor so it was agreed we should pull into St. Helier in Jersey. First stop on entering the outer 

harbour was the fuel pontoon to fill up with diesel, as we had motor sailed most of the way 

across.  We filled the tank but appeared to have been undercharged, not so, diesel here is less 

than half the price than in Ireland. The marina in Jersey is tidal but we were in good time 

however it was very busy as there was heavy weather due and more boats had arrived to 

shelter it out.  We had to search around the marina before finding an empty berth.  When we 



woke the next day we found Beverley and Richard had arrived and berthed just opposite us 

with the rest of their flotilla.  That evening we had a session on one of their boats only to be 

very rudely interrupted by the neighboring boat who almost physically insisted we stop 

socializing even though it was barely after about 10.00pm.  God knows how these people 

would have survived in a party marina like Granville.  Anyway we all have our burdens to 

bare so we ‘socialled back’ sharing some sailing yarns while the lady concerned threw 

demonic looks in our direction for the next half hour before she retired down below. “Live 

and let live.  We stayed in Jersey for an extra two days to avoid the poor weather conditions 

and also on the basis that we might not get another opportunity to enjoy the island.  First on 

the agenda was a coach trip round the island by a driver and guide from Northern Ireland, 

Coleraine, by the name of Vincent and whose father's best friend at school was a Tom Lundy. 

That's my father's name and his family is originally from Coleraine, What a coincidence and 

what a small world.  We visited the Jersey War Tunnels and the German Underground 

Hospital which covered the occupation of Jersey by the Germans.  It was a stark reminder of 

how horrific war could be and how lucky we are to have avoided that period of history.

Wednesday 31st July Crew: Gerry, Vincent

St. Helier to St. Peter Port (Guernsey)  27nm

Next stop Guernsey, we had accepted the fact that the trip back to Ireland would be slower 

than hoped as the weather was forecast to start deteriorating in a few days time and at some 

stage we would have to lay up till it improved.  The sail to Guernsey was under good 

conditions with time to spare and no major hazards to worry about.  Like Jersey the marina is 

in the middle of the town so all the amenities are readily at hand.  The locals are very pleasant

and live at a slower pace than in Jersey and consider Jersey too busy and too fast for them.  

We spent an extra day in Guernsey expecting a reasonable crossing to Salcombe ahead of us.

Friday 2nd August Crew: Gerry, Vincent

St. Peter Port to Salcombe  71nm

This would be an early start, leaving as soon as the tidal gate was opened.  The wind was 

steady and light and the seas were flat so we were expecting a comfortable motor sail across 

the busy channel.  So it was and we arrived into Salcombe late evening but with enough light 

to look for a mooring.   No free moorings to be found but the marina launch came out and 

guided us up the river to the pontoons where we were able to raft up for the night. These 

pontoons are not connected to the shore but we had no intention of going ashore looking 



forward to a cooked meal and an early to bed. This is a well protected estuary and convenient 

from Guernsey as it is the nearest English headland.  It's very picturesque with at least one 

restaurant with a pontoon along the coastline and with undulating sparsely populated hills, a 

perfect walking location.  It was tempting to stay for a while but we had a window of good 

weather over the next few days, which we were hoping to take advantage of.   

Saturday 3rd  August Crew: Gerry, Vincent

Salcombe to Falmouth  54nm

An early start would be called for, as the next leg would be a reasonably long one.  We had 

decided early on that since there was only the two of us we would do the minimum of night 

time sailing with the plan to have just one overnighter on route from England to Ireland. Thus

the reason for our route across the south coast of England, much preferred to the north east 

coast of Brittany which would have meant sailing against the tides with at least two 

overnighters.  Having left Salcombe we experienced a light following wind and the sea was 

flat so we motor sailed most of the way to Falmouth.  In the early afternoon we received a 

MAYDAY from a boat about 12nm northeast of us near Plymouth.  One of their divers had 

not surfaced. The RNLI issued a MAYDAY RELAY requesting any boats in the vicinity to go

to their assistance and help in the search until the RNLI arrived, which they estimated would 

be in about 20 minutes.  Falmouth Coastguard was coordinating the search involving three 

lifeboats and a helicopter. By the Sunday the following day they had called off the search but 

had issued a MAYDAY RELAY to any yachts in the Fastnet race to keep a look out for the 

diver.  Unfortunately I don’t believe the man was ever recovered.  We arrived in Falmouth 

late afternoon leaving time for a shower and laundry to be followed by a visit to the town for 

dinner with a broad choice of restaurants all well within walking distance.  There was a “Rick

Stein Chipper” near the marina but we were looking for something more meaty.  We had a 

good meal and a walk round the town, but it being Saturday the place was in party mood, 

loud, drunken with a multitude of security on the doors. We found a bar for a quiet drink 

before heading back to the marina.     

Sunday 4th  August Crew: Gerry, Vincent

Falmouth to Newlyn  33nm

We had an early start to catch the eddy tide towards the Lizard and thereafter the tide under 

us towards Newlyn.  On leaving Falmouth it was dry but not to chilly and we were beginning 

to feel the drop in temperature compared to Brittany.  On the horizon could be seen about half

a dozen tankers anchoring off and waiting for the turn of the tide to carry them westwards. 

The wind was steady and offered a soft beat towards the Lizard but the sea suddenly turned 

very rough with short high waves which lifted the bow of Timballoo into the air and dropped 

her viciously into the troughs. This was totally unexpected and as we surveyed the seas 

around us we could see another yacht about a mile south east of us sailing quite comfortably.  

We must have ventured into serious falls, so we turned on the engine and edged our way 

southeastwards and made our way out of the lumpy sea.  As we exited the rough water we 

came back on course and steered round the rough patch we had come through.  About half an 

hour later we could see another yacht sailing across the patch of water which had been very 

rough but now the sea had settled down considerably and the yacht appeared to be sailing 



comfortably through the water we had been bounced about in. There was nothing on the chart

to explain the phenomena so we put it behind us and concentrated on the rest of our journey.  

We arrived in Newlyn early afternoon and found a space between two boats on pontoons, 

squeezing three in where one would normally expect two. The distance between the pontoons

was probably designed for the bigger fishing vessels.  The larger portion of the marina is 

cordoned off for fishing vessels, leaving only a limited number of pontoons for visiting boats.

This is a serious fishing port with a major processing fish plant to prepare the catches for 

market.  It is one of the few marinas that exclude any pets (dogs etc) and where the fishermen

appear distant but not disrespectful. This was our second visit to Newlyn, we had visited it 

maybe two years previous and had low expectations.  In our last visit we kept our shoes on in 

the showers and in the public toilets there was a notice over a hole in the wall for disposing of

your used needles.  There was a storm brewing so we were not looking forward to having to 

lay up in Newlyn for a number of days.  But we needn’t have been so despondent, they had 

built a whole new block with three very well laid out bathrooms which had just been opened 

two weeks earlier.  In pristine condition and the intention was to keep them so, the policy 

being to lodge a deposit for a key to the bathroom which was refunded on return of the key.  

A major upgrade and one we appreciated as it looked like we could be here for a number of 

days. With the boat secured we showered and went into the village and up the hill to the local 

pub where they served very good and reasonably priced food. With a few drinks in hand we 

took on the locals at the pool table, displaying our wasted youth and eventually made our way

back to the boat at a not too unreasonable hour.

The next leg is the longest one, reckoned to be the guts of thirty hours so we were happy to 

hold off till the weather prospects were most suitable, especially since there would only be 

two of us on the trip. We spent the next day in Penzance, a thirty minute walk from Newlyn 

and a busy village with a stoney beach and from where the ferry goes to the Scillies.  Then 

the following day we got the bus to St. Ives, a lovely picturesque Cornwall village and worth 

a visit.  On return to Newlyn we queued at one of the local chippers which were very popular 

and got sizable helpings of freshly cooked fish and chips which we eat back on the boat.  It 

looked like there would be a major improvement in the weather so we planned to leave about 

noon the next day. 

Wednesday 7th  August Crew: Gerry, Vincent

Newlyn to Kilmore Quay            143nmm

We expected the trip to take between 24 and 28 hours to reach Kilmore Quay from Newlyn .  

In order to make good time we agreed to motor sail when it would be advantageous both 

speed wise and handling wise. We had lost confidence in the auto helm as it became erratic in

even small seas and so we were expecting to have to manually helm Timballoo for practically

the whole of the trip.  We went into the village for breakfast and then to the supermarket for 

our final provisions, all within a five minutes walk from the marina.  We were supplied with 

diesel from a shed on the pier, having to deliver it to the boat in containers. There is no fuel 

pontoon available for visiting boats and the fishing boats have to be fuelled from a mobile 

tanker. We were ship shape and left Newlyn at 13:00hrs hoping to arrive in Kilmore Quay 

early afternoon the following day.   The wind was a steady WWS so with full sail we beat 

towards Lands End using the engine to give us a lift and improve our course. After passing 

Lands End where the sea was comfortable with wave heights of about half a metre we broke 

off for Ireland on a broad reach.  We were content to switch off the engine as we were making

a good VMG of over 6kts.  The weather was clement and the sea perfect so we were pleased 

we had not rushed back when the waves could have been 2 metres in places.  There was very 

little sea traffic, some visible via AIS on the chartplotter but few to the eye.  We picked up a 

pod or two dolphins and passed the odd fishing boat and tanker in the distance.  Overnight we

put on the engine to sustain our speed and course and used the autohelm in standby mode to 

fix the tiller angle and trimmed the sails to set our course which was surprisingly consistant 

over periods of twenty minutes before requiring adjustment. Unfortunately this only lasted a 

short period before becoming too erratic and we had to return to a manual helm. We both kept



our sailing gear on and shared the watches on the basis of who felt the freshest rather than 

fixed time periods.  We had a comfortable reach across and by early morning land was in 

sight on the horizon.  We were both feeling tired at this stage and were aware that our mental 

faculties were similarly diminished.  When cruising it is very easy to underestimate the 

effects of tiredness on your decision making abilities and something to be wary of and to be 

given due consideration. We entered Kilmore Quay by early afternoon having averaged 

almost 6kts over the trip.  There was a strong easterly storm due over the next few days so we

were keen to get a berth which would be better sheltered.  The marina was almost full with 

boats beginng to raft up as they arrived to seek safety from the impending storm.  We were 

lucky to get a berth on the most easterly hammerhead which was protected by the high quay 

walls from the easterly winds which had already started to honk. From the weather forecasts 

it was obvious we would be going nowhere for the next few days so it was agreed to secure 

the boat and head to Dublin by bus and return when the bad weather had abaited. A bus goes 

from Kilmore Quay to Wexford where you pick up the Expressway bus to Dublin airport. 

Monday 12th  August Crew: Gerry, Vincent and Sally

Kilmore Quay to Arklow              52nm

We made our way to Kilmore Quay by car as the bus timetable would not be convenient to 

catch the  supporting tides Gerry's brother lived near Kilmore Quay so it was agreed to leave 

the car with his brother who would then drop us down to the marina.  We would collect the 

car at some convenient day later. When settling our berthing fees we confirmed with the HM 

what would be the best  time to leave Kilmore Quay for  Arklow making best use of the tides.

Nothing like local knowledge to put you right.  The best time to leave would be about 15:00 

hrs about two hours before low water which would make it too tight for getting into Arklow 

before dark so we compromised by leaving at 13:30 hrs.  We had a great run up to Arklow 

with wind and tides in our favour, with full sails and motor sailing as and when beneficial we 

made an average VMG of 6.8kts for the trip which got us into Arklow before sunset and tied 

up on the far end of the outer pontoon near the bridge.  We were in time to get the last serving

in the local Thai restaurant just over the bridge and get back to the boat for an early night. It 

would be prudent to leave as soon after sunrise in the morning to avail of the running tide 

past Wicklow Head.

Tuesday 13th  August Crew: Gerry, Vincent and Sally

Arklow to Howth  40nm

We all rose early and prepared for departure. We pushed off the pontoon and had progressed 

about four metres when Timballoo was refused to go any further.  Being somewhat confused, 

we increased the throttle but Timballoo was stubbornly held firm. First thought was 'Oh ****'

we've lost the prop but a quick check at the stern showed a strong wash.  Relief, we were only

aground.  We managed by robe skills to lasso the pontoon cleat and pull Timballoo off the 

bank.  She floated perfectly when tied up to the pontoon.  Time for a shower and some 

breakfast while we waited for the incoming tide to give us clearance. After waiting an hour 

we man handled the boat seaward and as close to the pontoon as possible until we thought we

were well clear of the bank. We were safely away about 08.30 and should still be on time to 

catch a good tide round Wicklow Head.  We'd a nice reach up to Howth but were now 



enduring the Irish weather well wrapped up against the chill breeze and missing the luxury of 

the clement French climate.  We made Howth in less than seven hours having made over 6kts 

VMG over the trip.  We berthed in Howth and made the boat secure planning to return the 

next day to tidy and empty the boat ready for more social local use.  

So ended our cruise, back in one piece with no major disasters, generally pleased with the 

way Timballoo performed and only a few tweaks to Timballoo to be put right.  

Since our return the leaking engine elbow exhaust has been repaired and refitted with a new 

gasket with no further problems.  An update to the AIS firmware solved the erratic AIS 

transponder, leaving only the unstable auto helm to be investigated which may be as simple 

as a recalibration, fingers crossed.

The CAI has already planned its calendar for next year, 2020,  intending to cruise Scotland, 

mustering in Bangor and then on to Rathlin, the inner Hebrides, the Crinan Canal and back 

via Campbletown to Bangor and then wherever else takes one's fancy.

And so concluded Timballoo’s cruise in the summer of 2019, a duration of eight weeks over a

distance of 1,170nm.

 

We trust the log was of interest to you.

Wishing you safe and happy sailing for 2020.

Timballoo

Vincent Lundy and Gerry Dunne     
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